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SyllableSyllable vs. vs. wordword languageslanguages

�� Focussing the Focussing the ‘‘syllable polesyllable pole’’ of the of the 
continuum: many Romance languages continuum: many Romance languages 
are seen as prototypicallyare seen as prototypically
�� displayingdisplaying simple simple syllablesyllable typestypes (CV)(CV)

�� havinghaving wellwell--defineddefined ((i.ei.e. . constantconstant, , speechspeech--
raterate independent) independent) syllablesyllable boundariesboundaries

�� obeyingobeying sonoritysonority hierarchyhierarchy

�� resyllabifyingresyllabifying acrossacross wordword boundariesboundaries



1. Syllabic reduction: a general tendency in 1. Syllabic reduction: a general tendency in 
Latin and RomanceLatin and Romance



(1)

�� There are languages lacking syllables There are languages lacking syllables 
with initial vowels and/or syllables with with initial vowels and/or syllables with 
final consonants, but there are no final consonants, but there are no 
languages devoid of syllables with initial languages devoid of syllables with initial 
consonants or of syllables with final consonants or of syllables with final 
vowels. vowels. (Jakobson 1962, 526)(Jakobson 1962, 526)



(2) Core syllable types

(Clements/Keyser 1983)

a. CVa. CV

b.  Vb.  V

c.  CVCc.  CVC

d.  VCd.  VC



CV phonology: timing slots, tiers



Latin: syllabic typology
(Kiss 1971, Väänänen 1981, Lehmann 2005)

As for the As for the nucleusnucleus , there is a , there is a diachronic drift from diachronic drift from 
ProtoProto --IndoIndo --European up to ProtoEuropean up to Proto --Romance to Romance to 
reduce itreduce it or to assign relevant material to the coda or to assign relevant material to the coda 
[[……].].

The The coda is relatively complexcoda is relatively complex , with a , with a postcodapostcoda on on 
top. The top. The diachronic tendency is towards diachronic tendency is towards 
simplificationsimplification ..

Onset complexity is relatively lowOnset complexity is relatively low , but pre, but pre--initials are initials are 
allowed at the lexical level. There is a allowed at the lexical level. There is a diachronic shift diachronic shift 
that reduces this complexity further towards Protothat reduces this complexity further towards Proto --
RomanceRomance ..

Lehmann (2005, 17; Lehmann (2005, 17; emphasisemphasis addedadded))



Latin: syllabic typology

(3)(3) As regards As regards diachronydiachrony, Latin  represents , Latin  represents a a 
stage in a movement that starts in stage in a movement that starts in ProtoProto--Italic Italic 
and ends in Protoand ends in Proto--Romance Romance (or, in some (or, in some 
respects and some language, even later) respects and some language, even later) 
and that leads to a and that leads to a simplification of simplification of 
syllable structuresyllable structure in all of its constituents. in all of its constituents. 

((LehmannLehmann 2005, 17s.)2005, 17s.)

CV CV typetype in in LateLate Latin: 53% (Latin: 53% (cfcf. . KissKiss 1971, 103)1971, 103)



(4)(4) CCiiCCjj >> CCjjCCjj >> CCjj

�� Lat.Lat. Mod. Sp. Mod. Sp. 
�� ipseipse >> isseisse >> eseese

��

((BybeeBybee 2001, 208)2001, 208)



(5)(5)

Sp. entonces [entonses]  > [entonseh] > [entonse]

((BybeeBybee 2001, 209)2001, 209)



Pervasive CV optimization: Spanish

Fréquences de types syllabiques (Guerra 1983)
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2. Persistence of complex syllable shells in 2. Persistence of complex syllable shells in 
Romance languagesRomance languages



Latin: syllabic typology
(Kiss 1971, Väänänen 1981, Lehmann 2005)

�� SyncopeSyncope in in LateLate Latin Latin leadingleading to to 
increasedincreased syllabicsyllabic complexitycomplexity::

�� O.CU.LUSO.CU.LUS >> O.CLUS            O.CLUS            
V.CV.CVCV.CV.CVC >> V.CCVCV.CCVC

�� DO.MI.NADO.MI.NA >> DOM.NADOM.NA
� CV.CV.CV > CVC.CV



�� Syllables closed through Syllables closed through apocopeapocope in Old Sp.: in Old Sp.: 

�� ““[[E]lE]l espaespaññolol antiguoantiguo ——desdedesde finales del finales del siglosiglo
XI XI hastahasta el el siglosiglo XIII y, XIII y, menosmenos claramenteclaramente yaya, , 
hastahasta bienbien avanzadoavanzado el el siglosiglo XIVXIV—— no no estabaestaba
estructuralmenteestructuralmente inclinadoinclinado a a dardar preferenciapreferencia al al 
paradigmaparadigma silsiláábicobico /C/C11V/.V/.”” ((CatalCataláánn 1971, 81; 1971, 81; 
cfcf. Tuten 2003, 160. Tuten 2003, 160--173)173)

�� ““proliferaciproliferacióónn de las de las ssíílabaslabas cerradascerradas””: : 
proliferationproliferation of of closedclosed syllablessyllables in Old Sp. in Old Sp. 
((CatalCataláánn 1971, 78)1971, 78)

e.ge.g. Old Sp. . Old Sp. dixoldixol ((�� LTM) vs. Mod. Sp. LTM) vs. Mod. Sp. le le dijodijo



�� „„For the written representation of words whose integral For the written representation of words whose integral 
form they had not learned, scribes had to fall back form they had not learned, scribes had to fall back 
consciously on a loose piecemeal collection of rules of consciously on a loose piecemeal collection of rules of 
thumb, probably comprising both soundthumb, probably comprising both sound--letter and letter and 
syllablesyllable--multigraphmultigraph correspondences. The existence of correspondences. The existence of 
the latter type of syllabic correspondence seems the latter type of syllabic correspondence seems 
possible in the light of the fact that the units are syllabic possible in the light of the fact that the units are syllabic 
rather than phonemic in the late eleventhrather than phonemic in the late eleventh--century century ArtesArtes
LectoriaeLectoriae from Southfrom South--Western France [Western France [……] (and the fact ] (and the fact 
that modern Spanish schoolchildren are taught that that modern Spanish schoolchildren are taught that 
way as well).way as well).““

Wright (1994, 176)Wright (1994, 176)



(6)(6) Lat. ABSTRACTIONE(M)Lat. ABSTRACTIONE(M)> > 

Rom. Rom. abstracabstracŃŃieie (also (also abstracabstracŃŃiuneiune), ), 

It. It. astrazioneastrazione, Fr. , Fr. abstractionabstraction, , 

Cat. Cat. abstracciabstraccióó, , Sp.Sp. abstracciabstraccióónn, , 

EP <EP <abstracabstracççãoão>(BP: >(BP: abstraabstraççãoão))



(7a)(7a) It. It. astrazioneastrazione //a.strat.'tsjo.nea.strat.'tsjo.ne//
V.CCCVC.CV.CCCVC.CAFFRAFFRGV.CVGV.CV

(7b) (7b) Fr. Fr. abstractionabstraction //ap.strak.'sjap.strak.'sjǤǤ ��/ / 
VC.CCCVC.CGVVC.CCCVC.CGVNASNAS

(7c)(7c) Sp. Sp. abstracciabstraccióónn //abs.trakabs.trak.'.'θθjonjon//
VCC.CCVC.CGVCVCC.CCVC.CGVC



LatLat.. CALUMNIACALUMNIA > Old Sp.> Old Sp. caloniacalonia, , 
callumpnia,calopniacallumpnia,calopnia, , 
calumniacalumnia, , calumpniacalumpnia, , 
kalonniakalonnia, , kalunniakalunnia

((cfcf. Garc. Garcíía a GallarGallaríínn 2007, 51)2007, 51)



CV CV optimizationoptimization vs. vs. syllsyll. . structuralstructural deteriorationdeterioration::

LatLat. . pluvia(mpluvia(m)) > Pg. > Pg. chchuvauva ((inheritedinherited vocvoc.).)

CV.CVCV.CV

vs. vs. 

LatLat. . pluviale(mpluviale(m)) > Pg. > Pg. plpluvialuvial ((learnedlearned vocvoc.).)

CCV.CGVCCCV.CGVC

((cfcf. . RestleRestle//VennemannVennemann 2001)2001)



3.3. A A centrecentre vs. vs. peripheryperiphery view on syllable view on syllable 
type complexity in Romance languagestype complexity in Romance languages



3.1 Centre vs. periphery in language  
systems/subsystems

-- phonetics/phonology: phonetics/phonology: 
-- Fries/Pike (1949) Fries/Pike (1949) „„coexistentcoexistent phonemicphonemic systemssystems““
((„„twotwo oror moremore phonemicphonemic systemssystems maymay coexistcoexist in in 
thethe speechspeech of a monolingualof a monolingual““, 29), 29)
-- PilchPilch (1965)(1965)
-- sign system: sign system: DaneDanešš (1982)(1982)
-- core grammar/periphery: Chomsky (1981, 1986)core grammar/periphery: Chomsky (1981, 1986)
-- lexiconlexicon: : e.ge.g. . ItôItô//MesterMester (1995)(1995)



(8) CoreCore --grammargrammar is that part of the relatively stable is that part of the relatively stable 
(steady) state of the language faculty (i.e. of the adult (steady) state of the language faculty (i.e. of the adult 
II--language) that results from the setting language) that results from the setting of of 
parameters in UG [Universal Grammar] (the initial parameters in UG [Universal Grammar] (the initial 
state of the language faculty, Sstate of the language faculty, S00). As opposed to the ). As opposed to the 
periphery, which consists of additional, marked, periphery, which consists of additional, marked, 
languagelanguage--specific rules and exceptions.specific rules and exceptions.

((GlottopediaGlottopedia; Chomsky 1986, 147; Chomsky 1986, 147--149, 221)149, 221)



(8)(8) [[E]achE]ach actual "language" will incorporate actual "language" will incorporate a periphery of a periphery of 
borrowings, historical residues, inventionsborrowings, historical residues, inventions , and so , and so 
on, which we can hardly expect to on, which we can hardly expect to –– and indeed would and indeed would 
not want to not want to –– incorporate within a principled theory of incorporate within a principled theory of 
UG. For such reasons as these, it is reasonable to UG. For such reasons as these, it is reasonable to 
suppose that UG determines a set of core grammars suppose that UG determines a set of core grammars 
and that what is actually represented in the mind of and that what is actually represented in the mind of 
an individual even under the idealization to a an individual even under the idealization to a 
homogeneous speech community would be a homogeneous speech community would be a core core 
grammargrammar with a with a periphery of marked elements and periphery of marked elements and 
constructionsconstructions. Viewed against the reality of what a . Viewed against the reality of what a 
particular person may have inside his head, core particular person may have inside his head, core 
grammar is an idealization. grammar is an idealization. 

(Chomsky 1981, 7f., (Chomsky 1981, 7f., emphasisemphasis addedadded))



(10)(10) the proportion of variable phenomena increases the the proportion of variable phenomena increases the 
closer one approaches the closer one approaches the ‚‚peripheryperiphery’’ of the grammar, of the grammar, 
hence: hence: 

syntax < morphology < phonology < phoneticssyntax < morphology < phonology < phonetics
[[……], although the more peripheral language ], although the more peripheral language 
components are, of course, never entirely variable. components are, of course, never entirely variable. 

((HinskensHinskens 1998, 160; 1998, 160; emphasisemphasis addedadded))



(11)

1) the central area of a language system 1) the central area of a language system 
incorporates a core of universal or nearincorporates a core of universal or near--
universal (as for frequency) principles and universal (as for frequency) principles and 
regularities as well as further conditions (or regularities as well as further conditions (or 
constraints) defining grammatical features of constraints) defining grammatical features of 
that specific language (which it may or may not that specific language (which it may or may not 
share with some other languages); share with some other languages); 

2) a 2) a periphericperipheric area is characterized by additional area is characterized by additional 
structural features and rules which are part of structural features and rules which are part of 
the system as a whole but often constitute the system as a whole but often constitute 
contrary tendencies, irregularities or rule contrary tendencies, irregularities or rule 
exceptions.exceptions.



Centre vs. periphery in syllable typology:

(12)(12)

CCCV   CCCV   �� ( CCV (CVC   ( CCV (CVC   ((CVCV)) V, VC ) VCC )  V, VC ) VCC )  �� VCCCVCCC



�� Universal Universal corecore::

�� …… ((CVCV) ) ……

�� Central Central areaarea ((languagelanguage--specificspecific):):

�� …… (CVC (CVC ((CVCV)) V, VC) V, VC) ……



TransitionalTransitional zonezone

…… �� ( CCV (CVC          ( CCV (CVC          ((CVCV)) V, VC ) VCC )      V, VC ) VCC )      �� ……

PeripheryPeriphery ((�� L2L2--Structures/Structures/LoanwordLoanword phonologyphonology))

CCCVCCCV �� (CCV (CVC     (CCV (CVC     ((CVCV)) V, VC ) VCC)V, VC ) VCC) �� VCCCVCCC



Loanword phonology: diffusion of 

borrowed sound patterns

(13)(13) [[B]orrowedB]orrowed sound changes will usually be sound changes will usually be 
embedded in specific loaned items or embedded in specific loaned items or 
morphemes. Initially a sound change thus morphemes. Initially a sound change thus 
borrowed will probably entrench itself for a borrowed will probably entrench itself for a 
while in the borrowing dialect in the loan while in the borrowing dialect in the loan 
words, before starting to spread in words, before starting to spread in a lexically a lexically 
diffuse fashion. diffuse fashion. 

((HinskensHinskens 1998, 183s.)1998, 183s.)



Zentrum L1

Syntax

Peripherie

Variation

Phonetik

Morphologie

Phonologie

Lexikon

Lehnwortschatz

L2



3.2 Syllabic complexity in the periphery

Parameters for syllable size
(Blevins 1995, 219, Duanmu 2009)

�� ParametersParameters settingssettings

�� Can the onset contain two sounds?Can the onset contain two sounds? Yes/NoYes/No

�� Can the nucleus contain two sounds?Can the nucleus contain two sounds? Yes/NoYes/No

�� Is the coda allowed?Is the coda allowed? Yes/NoYes/No

�� Can the coda contain two sounds?Can the coda contain two sounds? Yes/NoYes/No

�� Can extra C occur initially?Can extra C occur initially? Yes/NoYes/No

�� Can extra C occur finally?Can extra C occur finally? YesYes/No/No



�� DuanmuDuanmu (2009): (2009): „„CVX CVX theorytheory““::

�� WordWord SoundsSounds CVXCVX

�� e. e. printsprints [[prprǺǺntsnts] ] [[pprrĩĩttss]]



(14)(14) [[T]hereT]here is nothing intrinsically difficult about is nothing intrinsically difficult about 
the production or perception of VVVV [e.g. a the production or perception of VVVV [e.g. a 
suffix suffix ––kaaeikaaei] in ] in GilberteseGilbertese or CCCCCC [e.g. or CCCCCC [e.g. 
the finite verb the finite verb gvprckvnisgvprckvnis] in Georgian, and ] in Georgian, and 
there is no evidence that these there is no evidence that these tautosyllabictautosyllabic
sequences are in any way unstable. Rather, sequences are in any way unstable. Rather, 
the rarity of such systems appears to be the the rarity of such systems appears to be the 
result of the uncommon convergence of result of the uncommon convergence of 
significant rules of consonant or vowel loss significant rules of consonant or vowel loss 
resulting in long V and C clusters respectively; resulting in long V and C clusters respectively; 
prosodic systems in which stressprosodic systems in which stress--timing, and timing, and 
not syllablenot syllable--timing, prevails; and unambiguous timing, prevails; and unambiguous 
rules of syllabification. rules of syllabification. ((BlevinsBlevins 2004, 214)2004, 214)



Word margins as prominent positions for

complex syllable types:

Se Se sese tivertiver emem contaconta queque as as margensmargens dada
palavrapalavra podempodem constituirconstituir posiposi ççõesões
proeminentesproeminentes , , tipostipos silsiláábicosbicos
relativamenterelativamente poucopouco frequentesfrequentes masmas
queque se se encontramencontram nessasnessas posiposi ççõesões
poderãopoderão assumirassumir maiormaior destaquedestaque nana
fonologiafonologia dada lingualingua do do queque outrosoutros tipostipos
silsiláábicosbicos igualmenteigualmente poucopouco frequentesfrequentes. . 
((FrotaFrota / / VigVigááriorio / Martins 2006, 10) / Martins 2006, 10) 



(15) Degrees of syllabic complexity (e.g. French)



Complexity in loanwords/learned voc.

�� Fr.Fr.

�� CCCVCC CCCVCC ((sprintsprint, , strictstrict)  )  

�� CCCVC CCCVC ((strepstrep.to.coccie.to.coccie) ) 

�� CCCV CCCV ((sphrasphra.gis.tique.gis.tique))

�� VowelVowel prosthesisprosthesis ((SampsonSampson 2010) 2010) nono
longer an active longer an active processprocess in Fr., as in Fr., as 
opposedopposed to Sp., Cat.to Sp., Cat.



3.33.3 ComplexityComplexity inducedinduced byby centralcentral

systematicsystematic tendenciestendencies

�� OtherOther sourcessources of of complexitycomplexity::

�� vowelvowel deletiondeletion �� complexcomplex clustersclusters



(16) (16) ‚‚HypercomplexHypercomplex‘‘ syllablessyllables: : PortuguesePortuguese (EP)(EP)



(17) (17) SyllabicSyllabic typologytypology:  :  simplicitysimplicity vs. vs. complexitycomplexity

SonoritySonority sequencingsequencing challengedchallenged



SonoritySonority sequencingsequencing challengedchallenged

� Catalan inflectional morphology:



Effects on word structure (obscuring morphology) 

Ex. cf. Cunha (2008)



3.4 3.4 LentoLento vs. vs. allegroallegro realizationsrealizations

French, EP (French, EP (KrKröötschtsch 2004, 2004, MateusMateus//DD’’AndradeAndrade 2000)2000)

NB: Allegro-style-induced vowel deletion in French goes
beyond schwa (cliticization):

- Lento: tu l‘as vu vs. allegro: t‘l‘as vu [tlavy]
- Lento: cette fille-là vs. allegro: [stəə] fille-là

-- LentoLento: : àà cettecette heureheure--llàà vs. vs. allegroallegro: [ast] : [ast] heureheure--llàà



LentoLento vs. vs. allegroallegro realizationsrealizations: : SpanishSpanish

cluster simplification cluster simplification �� CV optimizationCV optimization

Sp.Sp. exactoexacto

[[eeǳǳ..'sa'saǳǳ..toto] vs. [] vs. [e.'sa.toe.'sa.to]]



Allegro realizations in diatopic varieties of 
Spanish

MacroscopicMacroscopic varietiesvarieties of American Sp.:of American Sp.:

�� tierrastierras bajasbajas ((LowlandLowland//coastalcoastal areasareas: : mostmost of Central of Central 
and and SS--AmericaAmerica; ; similarsimilar to to SS--peninsularpeninsular
Sp./Sp./AndalusianAndalusian……):):

�� consonantalconsonantal weakeningweakening, , 

�� relativelyrelatively stablestable vocalismvocalism

vs. vs. 

�� tierrastierras altasaltas ((HighlandHighland, , e.ge.g. . MexicoMexico, Peru): , Peru): 

�� vocalicvocalic weakeningweakening ((withoutwithout priorprior centralizationcentralization),),

�� relativelyrelatively stablestable consonantismconsonantism



Allegro realizations in diatopic varieties of 
Spanish

bloquesbloques parapara apuntesapuntes ‘‘notepadnotepad’’ Pl. Pl. 

Southern peninsular/American (Southern peninsular/American (tierrastierras bajasbajas) Sp.:) Sp.:

[[blo.keblo.ke(h)(h).pa.ra(:).pun.te.pa.ra(:).pun.te(h(h))] ] 

Mexican Sp. (Mexican Sp. (tierrastierras altasaltas): ): 

[[blobloksks .pa.ra.pu.pa.ra.puntsnts ]]

(cf. Lope Blanch 1969, (cf. Lope Blanch 1969, KabatekKabatek 1994a; 1994a; BlaserBlaser 2007, 82s.)2007, 82s.)



Differing strategies of cluster
simplification resulting in optimal 
CV.CV pattern: 

� Sp. absoluto [a.so.'lu.to]: C-cluster reduction

� BP absoluto [ֽǠ.bi .so.'lu.tu]: epenthetic cluster 
resolution 



4. Conclusion: syllabic complexity as a

typological variable

(18) Western (18) Western RomanceRomance



�� „„[[t]het]he diachronicdiachronic viewpointviewpoint [[……] ] providesprovides an an explanationexplanation
bothboth forfor thethe structuralstructural tendenciestendencies and and forfor thethe
exceptionsexceptions to them. to them. [[……] the real job is to understand ] the real job is to understand 
the mechanisms of change that create these common the mechanisms of change that create these common 
paths of developmentpaths of development”” ((BybeeBybee 2001, 215)2001, 215)

�� �� „„trajectoriestrajectories of of changechange““/drift?/drift?

�� SynchronySynchrony: CV : CV optimizationoptimization in Southern in Southern 
peninsularpeninsular and American and American SpanishSpanish ((tierrastierras
bajasbajas))

�� �� ‚‚profilingprofiling‘‘ thethe syllablesyllable end of end of thethe continuumcontinuum
(optimal CV (optimal CV shapeshape))



�� SyllableSyllable vs. vs. wordword as as centralcentral domainsdomains forfor rhythmicrhythmic
typologytypology –– a a continuumcontinuum in in IberoIbero--RomanceRomance::

�� SyllableSyllable WordWord
�� SS--penpen., ., t. t. bajasbajas Sp., Sp., penpen. Sp., BP . Sp., BP �� …….. �� EPEP
�� ((inventoriesinventories: : corecore syllablessyllables)) (+ (+ complexcomplex syllsyll.).)

�� CatalanCatalan??



Two types of syllable shell complexity in 

Romance languages

�� ComplexityComplexity in a in a synchronicallysynchronically stablestable
peripheryperiphery of of thethe syllablesyllable typetype inventoriesinventories
((loanwordloanword phonologyphonology, , lexicallylexically fixedfixed in in 
learnedlearned borrowingsborrowings):):

�� Sp., Fr., Pg. (EP, BP), Sp., Fr., Pg. (EP, BP), CatCat., (It.?, Rum.)., (It.?, Rum.)

�� ComplexityComplexity as a as a resultresult of of centralcentral
systematicsystematic processesprocesses ((vowelvowel deletiondeletion):):

�� EP, French (Rum.?) EP, French (Rum.?) 



�� Conclusion: according to prototypical Conclusion: according to prototypical 
syllable structural parameters of the syllable structural parameters of the 
syllablesyllable--word continuum:word continuum:
�� simple simple syllablesyllable typestypes (CV)(CV)

�� wellwell--defineddefined, , speechspeech--raterate independent independent 
syllablesyllable boundariesboundaries

�� sonoritysonority hierarchyhierarchy obeyedobeyed

thethe least least syllablesyllable--orientedoriented RomanceRomance
casescases areare French, EP (French, EP (CatCat, Rum?) , Rum?) 



ThankThank youyou forfor youryour attentionattention..


